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Interactions of virtual photons are analyzed in terms of their parton distribution functions. It is shown that the
concept of parton distribution functions is phenomenologically very useful even for highly virtual photons involved
in hard collisions. The role of longitudinal photons for proper interpretation of the data on jet cross–section in
the region of moderate photon virtualities accessible at HERA is explored.
1. Introduction
In quantum eld theory it is dicult to dis-
tinguish eects of the \structure" from those of
\interactions". Within the Standard Model it
makes good sense to distinguish fundamental par-
ticles, which correspond to elds in its lagrangian
LSM (leptons, quarks, gauge and Higgs bosons)
from composite particles, like atoms and hadrons,
which appear in the mass spectrum but have no
corresponding elds in LSM. For the latter the
use of parton distribution functions (PDF) to de-
scribe their \structure" appears natural, but the
concept of PDF turns out to be phenomenologi-
cally useful also for some fundamental particles,
in particular the photon.
2. PDF of the real photon
The factorization scale dependence of PDF of
the real photon is determined by the system of
coupled inhomogeneous evolution equations
d(M2)
d lnM2
= kq + Pqq ⊗  + PqG ⊗G; (1)
dqNS(M2)
d ln M2
= NSkq + PNS ⊗ qNS ; (2)
dG(M2)
d ln M2
= kG + PGq ⊗  + PGG ⊗G (3)
for singlet, nonsinglet and gluon distribution
functions. The spliting functions kq; kG and Pij
admit expansions in powers of s, which start
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at the order s, except for kq which starts as
(=2)3e2q(x
2 + (1 − x)2) = O(). The general
solution of these equations can be written as the
sum of a particular solution of the full inhomo-
geneous equations and the general solution of the
corresponding homogeneous ones, called hadronic
(or VDM) part. A subset of solutions of the in-
homogeneous evolution equations resulting from
the resummation of diagrams in Fig. 1 denes
the so called pointlike (PL) parts. This resum-
mation softens the x−dependence of qPL(x; M2)
with respect to the term corresponding to the
simple γ ! qq splitting. A general solution of
eqs. (1-3) can thus be written as (D = q; q; G)
D(x; M2) = DPL(x; M2) + DVDM(x; M2): (4)
The important point to keep in mind is the fact
that there is an innite number of pointlike solu-
tions qPL(x; M2), GPL(x; M2), diering by the
initial scale M0 at which they vanish. Conse-
quently, the separation of quark and gluon distri-
bution functions into their pointlike and hadronic
parts is ambiguous and therefore these concepts
have separately no physical meaning 2.
Practical aspects of the ambiguity in separat-
ing PDF into their VDM and PL parts can be
nicely illustrated on the properties of SaS1D and
SaS2D parametrizations [1,2], which provide sep-
arate parametrizations of the VDM and PL parts
of both quark and gluon distributions and which
2For brevity the terms “pointlike quarks” and “pointlike
gluons” will hence be employed to denote pointlike parts
of quark and gluon distribution functions of the photon.
2Figure 1. Diagrams defining the pointlike parts
of quark and gluon distribution functions in LL
approximation. The resummation involves inte-
gration over parton virtualities M20    M2.
dier by the choice of initial M0: M0 = 0:6 GeV
for SaS1D, M0 = 2 GeV for SaS2D.
In [3] we have compared distribution functions
xu(x; M2), xc(x; M2) and xG(x; M2) as given
by SaS1D and SaS2D parametrizations as func-
tions of x and M2 and identied the eects
of the resummation of multiple parton emission
on the simple splitting term qsplit(x; M20 ; M2) =
(=2)3e2q(x
2 + (1 − x)2) ln(M2=M20 ). We also
investigated the scale dependence of VDM and
PL parts of these distribution functions and com-
pared individual contributions (quark vs. gluom,
PL. vs VDM) to LO predictions for two physi-







and the so called eective PDF Deff(x; M2) =Pnf
i=1
(




vant for approximate calculations of jet produc-
tion. These studies (see [3] for gures illustrating
these claims) show that
 There is a huge dierence between the role
of VDM components in SaS1D and SaS2D
parametrizations: for SaS2D the VDM
parts of xu(x; M) and xG(x; M) dominate
up to x := 0:75, whereas for SaS1D the PL
one dominates already above x := 0:1!
 Factorization scale dependence of VDM and
PL parts dier substantially. VDM compo-
nents exhibit the pattern of scaling viola-
tions typical for hadrons, whereas the point-
like ones rise, for quarks as well as gluons,
with M for all x.
 As the factorization scale M increases the
VDM parts of both quark and gluon dis-
tribution functions decrease relative to the
pointlike ones, except for very small x.
 Despite huge dierences between SaS1D
and SaS2D parametrizations in the decom-
position of quark and gluon distributions
into their VDM and PL parts, their pre-
dictions for F γ2 and Deff are quite close.
 The most prominent eect of multiple par-
ton emission on physical quantities appears
to be the contribution of pointlike gluons to
jet cross{sections.
3. PDF of the virtual photon
For the virtual photon the initial state singular-
ity resulting from the splitting γ∗ ! qq is shielded
o by the nonzero photon virtuality P 2 and there-
fore in principle the concept of PDF does not have
to be introduced. Nevertheless, even in such cir-
cumstances PDF turn out to be very useful phe-
nomenologically because their PL parts include
the resummation of parts of higher order QCD
corrections, and the VDM ones, though decreas-
ing rapidly with increasing P 2, are still dominant
at very small xγ . Both of these aspects dene the
\nontrivial" structure of the virtual photon in the
sense that they are not included in existing NLO
unsubtracted direct photon calculations.
In QCD the nonperturbative eects connected
with the connement are expected to determine
the long{range structure of the photon and hence
also the transition between the virtual and real
photon. As for the real photon, we recall basic
features of SaS parametrizations of PDF of the
virtual photon and refer the reader to [3,4] for
detailed justication.
 Both VDM and PL parts drop with increas-
ing P 2, but VDM parts drop much faster.
 With increasing P 2 the importance of VDM
parts of both quark and gluon distribution
functions drops rapidly. For M2  25 GeV2
the VDM parts of both SaS1D and SaS2D
parametrizations become practically negli-
gible already at P 2  3 GeV2, except in the
region of very small x. Hence, also the am-
biguity in the separation (4) is practically
irrelevant in this region.
3 The general pattern of scaling violations re-
mains the same as for the real photon, ex-
cept for a subtle dierence (see Fig. 3 of
[3]) reflecting the fact that SaS parametriza-
tions of PDF of the virtual photon do not
satisfy the same evolution equations as PDF
of the real one.
 Pointlike quarks dominate Deff(x; P 2; M2)
at large x, while for x . 0:5, most of the
pointlike contribution comes from pointlike
gluons.
 For x & 0:6 the full results are below
those given by the splitting term with
M20 = P 2 and one therefore expects the sum
DIR+RES to be smaller than the results of
unsubtracted direct calculations.
Jet production in ep collisions in the region of
photon virtualities P 2 & 1 oers thus a promis-
ing opportunity for the identication of nontrivial
aspects of PDF of virtual photons at both small
(but not very small) and large values of x.
4. Should we care about γ∗L?
Most of the existing phenomenological analyses
of the properties and interactions of virtual pho-
tons as well as all available parametrizations of
their PDF concern transverse photons only. Ne-
glecting longitudinal photons is a good approxi-
mation for y ! 1, where the flux fγL(y; P 2) ! 0,
as well as for very small virtualities P 2, where
PDF of γ∗L vanish by gauge invariance. But how
small is \very small" in fact? For instance, should
we take into account the contribution of γ∗L to jet
cross{sections in the region EjetT & 5 GeV, P 2 & 1
GeV2, where most of the data on virtual photons
extracted from ep collisions at HERA come from?
Simple QED based estimates of their eects sug-
gest that in the mentioned kinematical region γ∗L
must be taken into account in the resolved photon
contribution but may be safely neglected in the
direct one. This dierence comes from the fact
that at small P 2 the contributions of γ∗L to physi-
cal cross{sections behave as P 2=s^ (i.e. vanish for
xed P 2 when s^ !1) in the direct channel, but
as P 2=2 (with  a xed parameter) in the re-
solved part. In simple QED based calculations
Figure 2. Deff(x; P 2; M2) calculated from SaS1D
parametrizations for γ∗T (solid curves) compared
to results for γ∗L displayed by dotted curves and
corresponding from above to m2 = 0; 0:1; 1 GeV2.
[4]  is given by quark masses, while in realistic
QCD we expect it to be given by some nonper-
turbative parameter of the order of 1 GeV. To
illustrate the importance of γ∗L, LO QCD expres-
sions for Deff(x; P 2; M2) evaluated with SaS1D
parametrizations for γ∗T are compared in Fig. 2
with the formula (44) of [4] for γ∗L, treating m in
the latter as a free parameter. The dotted curves
in this gure correspond (from below) to m2 = 1
GeV2, m2 = 0:1 GeV2 and to the asymptotic ex-
pression qγ
∗
L(x) = (=2)12e2qx(1 − x), obtained
in the limit m ! 0. As expected the impor-
tance of γ∗L depends sensitively on m. Moreover,
its contributions relative to those of γ∗T peak at
about x  0:65, and drop with increasing M2 (for
P 2 and m2 xed), and with increasing m2 (for P 2
and M2 xed).
In Fig. 2 we compared the contributions of
γ∗T and γ
∗
L, despite the fact that their respec-
tive fluxes dier, but it is trivial to modify the
4above considerations by taking the respective
fluxes properly into account.
5. PDF in NLO QCD calculations
The data on dijet production in ep colli-
sions in the region of photon virtualities 1:5 .
P 2 . 25 GeV2 and for jet transverse energies
EjetT  5 GeV [5] oer a suitable circumstances
for comparison with NLO parton level calcula-
tions. In principle this data may be analyzed
within the NLO parton level Monte{Carlo pro-
grams that do not introduce the concept of PDF
of virtual photons (like DISENT, MEPJET or
DISASTER++). Nevertheless, so long as P 2 
M2  E2T , the pointlike parts of PDF incorpo-
rate numerically important eects of a part of
higher order corrections, namely those coming
from collinear emission of partons in Fig. 1. To
illustrate this point we shall now discuss the di-
jet cross{sections calculated by means of JETVIP
[6], currently the only NLO parton level Monte{
Carlo program that includes both the direct and
resolved photon contributions. 3
Once the concept of virtual photon structure
is introduced, part of the direct photon contri-
bution, namely the splitting term (which for the
virtual photon is nonsingular), is subtracted from
it and included in PDF appearing in the resolved
photon contribution. To avoid confusion we shall
use the term \direct unsubtracted" (DIRuns) to
denote NLO direct photon contributions before
this subtraction and reserve the term \direct"
(DIR) for the results after it. In this terminol-
ogy the complete calculations is then given by
the sum of direct and resolved parts and denoted
DIR+RES.
For complete O(2s) calculations only the LO
resolved photon contribution must be added to
the O(2s) direct one. However, JETVIP in-
cludes also NLO resolved ones. This might
seem inconsistent as the corresponding complete
3In this subsection the various terms considered are char-
acterized by the powers of α and αs appearing in hard
scattering cross–sections. Writing O(αjαks ) will thus mean
terms proportional to αjαks , not terms up to this order!
For approximations taking into account the first two or
three powers of αs, in either direct or resolved channel,
the denomination NLO, NNLO are used.
O(3s) direct photon terms are not yet available
and cannot thus be included. Nevertheless, this
procedure makes sense precisely because of a clear
physical meaning of PDF of the virtual photon!
The main argument for adding O(3s) resolved
photon terms to O(2s) direct and O(
2
s) re-
solved photon contributions is based on specic
way factorization mechanism works for processes
involving initial photons. This point is crucial but
subtler and we therefore merely summarize the
conclusions and refer the reader to [3,7], for de-
tails. In fact one can look at O(3s) resolved pho-
ton terms as results of approximate evaluation of
the so far uncalculated O(3s) direct photon di-
agrams in the collinear kinematics. There are of
course O(3s) direct photon contributions that
cannot be obtained in this way, but we are con-
vinced that it makes sense to build phenomenol-
ogy on this framework.
For the O(2s) resolved terms the so far un-
known O(3s) direct photon contributions pro-
vide the rst chance to generate pointlike gluons
inside the photon. To get the gluon convoluted
with O(3s) resolved photon contributions would
require evaluating diagrams of even higher order
O(4s)! In other words, although the pointlike
parts of quark and gluon distribution functions
of the virtual photon are in principle included
in higher order perturbative corrections and can
therefore be considered as expressions of \interac-
tions" rather than \structure", their uniqueness
and phenomenological usefulness denitely war-
rant their introduction as well as their names.
To make our conclusions potentially relevant
for ongoing analyses of HERA data we have cho-
sen the following kinematical region (jets with
highest and second highest ET are labelled \1"
and \2" and all quantities are in γ∗p CMS)
E
(1)
T  7 GeV; E(2)T  5 GeV
−2:5  (i)  0; i = 1; 2
and repeatad the analysis in four windows of P 2:
(1:4; 2:4); (2:4; 4:4); (4:4; 10); (10; 25) GeV2. The
cuts were chosen in such a way that throughout
the selected region P 2  E2T , thereby ensuring




































Figure 3. Scale dependence of d=d and d=dET
at the NLO with Rsep = 2R.
\structure" to develop before the hard scatter-
ing takes place. We have chosen the asymmet-
ric cut scenario E(1)T  EcT + ; E(2)T  EcT ,
which avoids the problems coming from the re-
gion where E(1)T  E(2)T . To determine the value
of  optimally, we evaluated the integral ()
over the selected region in E(1)T −E(2)T plane as a
function of  and on the basis thereof took  = 2
GeV for all P 2.
In our analysis jets are dened by means of
the cone algorithm. At NLO parton level all jet
algorithms are essentially equivalent to the cone
one, supplemented with the parameter Rsep, in-
troduced in order to bridge the gap between the
application of the cone algorithm to NLO parton
level calculations and to hadronic systems, where
one encounters ambiguities concerning the seed
selection and jet merging. The question which
value of Rsep to choose for the comparison of
NLO parton level calculations with the results of
the cone algorithm applied at the hadron level is
nontrivial and we shall therefore present JETVIP
results for both extreme choices Rsep = R and
Rsep = 2R. To dene momenta of jets JETVIP
uses the standard ET {weighting recombination
procedure, which leads to massless jets. To assess
the reliability of our conclusions we have investi-
gated the following uncertainties:
Choice of PDF: We have taken CTEQ4M and
SAS1D sets of PDF of the proton and photon
respectively as our canonical choice. Both of
these sets treat quarks, including c and b ones,
as massless above their respective mass thresh-
olds, as required by JETVIP, which uses LO and
NLO matrix elements of massless partons. We set
Nf = 4 in calculations discussed below. PDF of
the proton are well determined from global analy-
ses of CTEQ and MRS groups and we have there-
fore estimated the residual uncertaintly related
to the choice of PDF of the proton by compar-
ing the CTEQ4M results to those obtained with
MRS(2R) set. The dierences are tiny, between
3% at  = −2:5 and 1.5% at  = 0.
Factorization scale dependence: In principle
proton and (in resolved channel) photon are asso-
ciated with dierent factorization scales Mp and
Mγ , but we followed the standard practice and





factorization scale dependence was estimated by
performing the calculations for  = 1=2; 1; 2.
Renormalization scale dependence: The
dependence of perturbative calculations on the
renormalization scale  is in principle a separate
ambiguity, unrelated to that of M , but we fol-
lowed the common practice and set  = M .
Hadronization corrections: Adopting the def-
inition used by experimentalists [8], we have
found that they depended sensitively and in a cor-
related manner on transverse energies and pseu-
dorapidities of jets. For EcT = 5 GeV they start
to rise steeply below  := −2:5 and we have
therefore required both jets to lie in the region
−2:5  (i)  0, where hadronization corrections
are flat in  and do not exceed 10−20%. We have
run JETVIP in two dierent modes:


































Figure 4. DIR+RES, DIRuns and DIR results for
d=d (a) and composition of d=d= (b).
culations are performed without introduc-
ing the concept of virtual photon structure.
DIR+RES: employs the concept of PDF of
the virtual photon and gives the jet cross{
sections as sums of subtracted direct (DIR)
and resolved photon (RES) contributions.
Let us rst discuss the results for the window
1:4  P 2  2:4 GeV2. In Fig. 3 d=d and
d=dET distributions of trigger jets 4 and ob-
tained within the DIR+RES approach are com-
pared to those of DIRuns one for Rsep = 2. The
dierence between the results of these two ap-
proaches is signicant in the whole range of ,
but particularly large close to  = 0, where the
DIR+RES results exceed the DIRuns ones by a
factor of more than 3! In d=dET distributions
this dierence comes predominantly from the re-
gion of ET close to EcT +  = 7 GeV. Fig. 3
4In our dijet sample this distribution is equal to the sum
of distributions of the first and second jet.
also shows that the scale dependence is nonneg-
ligible in both approaches, but does not invali-
date the main conclusion drawn from this com-
parison. The dependence of the above results on
Rsep is almost imperceptible for DIRuns calcula-
tions and below 10% for the DIR+RES ones. To
track down the origins of the observed large dier-
ences between DIR+RES and DIRuns results, we
did two exercises. In Fig. 4a the DIR+RES and
DIRuns results are compared to the subtracted
direct (DIR) ones. The dierence between the
DIR+RES and DIR curves, dening the resolved
photon contribution dres=d, is then split into
the contributions of:
 the VDM part of photonic PDF convoluted
with complete NLO (i.e. up to the order
O(3s)) parton level cross{sections (denoted
NLO VDM),
 the pointlike quark and gluon distribution




and plotted in Fig. 4b. We conclude that:
 The contribution of the VDM part of pho-
tonic PDF is very small and perceptible
only close to  = 0. Integrally it amounts
to about 3%.
 The inclusion of O(3s) resolved photon con-
tributions is numerically important in the
whole range −2:5    0. Interestingly,
for quarks as well as gluons, the O(3s) re-
sults come out quite close to the O(2s) ones.
 At both O(2s) and O(3s) orders pointlike
quarks dominate dres=d at large negative
, whereas as  ! 0 the fraction of dres=d
coming from pointlike gluons increases to-
wards about 40% at  = 0.
We reiterate that pointlike gluons carry nontrivial
information already in convolutions with O(2s)
partonic cross{sections because in unsubtracted
direct calculations such contributions would ap-
pear rst at the order 3s. In JETVIP the non-
























Figure 5. Nontriviality fractions R3 and R4.
photon contributions can be characterized 5 by
the \nontriviality fractions" R3, R4
R3 




PL ⊗ resG (O(3s))
res
;
plotted as functions of  and P 2 in Fig. 5. Note
that at  = 0 almost 70% of res comes from
these origins. This fraction rises even further in
the region  > 0, which, unfortunately is dicult
to access experimentally.
So far we have discussed the situation in the
window 1:4  P 2  2:4 GeV2. As P 2 in-
creases the patterns of scale and Rsep depen-
dences change very little. On the other hand,
there are some noticable changes:
 The unsubtracted direct photon contribu-
5Disregarding the VDM part of resolved contribution
which is tiny in our region of photon virtualities.
tions (DIRuns) represent increasing frac-
tions of the full NLO results.
 The relative contribution of pointlike gluons
with respect to pointlike quarks decreases.
 As shown in Fig. 5 the nontriviality fac-
tor R4 (which comes entirely from point-
like gluons) decreases, whereas R3, which
is dominated by pointlike quarks, is almost
independent of P 2.
All these features of JETVIP calculations reflect
the fundamental fact that as P 2 rises towards the
factorizations scale M2  E2T the higher order ef-
fects incorporated in pointlike parts of photonic
PDF vanish and consequently the unsubtracted
direct results approach the DIR+RES ones. The
crucial point is that for pointlike quarks and glu-
ons this approach is governed by the ratio of
P 2=M2. The nontrivial eects included in PDF
of the virtual photon thus persist for arbitrar-
ily large P 2, provided that we stay in the region
where P 2 M2.
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